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Abstract—This research paper analysis the implications of the use of the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) on learning music theory. Qualitative and quantitative research methods were used to collect data, including instructor interviews, learning environment observations, and student surveys. The results indicated that the implementation of ICT in the learning process provided students with the opportunity to find applicable solutions to many problems of their instrumental performances. Furthermore, the design and implementation of ICT led the teacher to move from a passive teaching approach to an active teaching approach and allowed students to become active students even in classroom activities.
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1 Introduction

New technologies offer opportunities to create learning environments that extend the possibilities of "old" (but still useful) technologies (books, blackboards, ...). They have many aspects that allow the creation of learning environments that are suitable for the specific needs of all major disciplinary sectors. In this context, the teaching of music is undergoing a transformation that involves a complex innovation of teaching practices.

Many new technologies are interactive and it is easier to create learning environments in which students can [1-3]: learn by doing; receive feedback and continually refine their understanding; build new knowledge.

The learning environments supported by technology allows students to: use their current knowledge to build new knowledge, and create links between their previous knowledge and their current academic activities [4]. All this implies that the teacher must help students learn with understanding rather than promoting the acquisition of concepts.

Learning can be enhanced by helping students become more aware of themselves as learners [5] who actively monitor their learning strategies and resources and assess their readiness for particular tests and performances. [6] Learning is also enhanced helping students to represent problems at higher levels of abstraction [7]: helping students represent their solution strategies at a more general level can help them in-
crease the probability of positive learn and decrease the degree to which a previous solution strategy is used inappropriately (negative learn).

The debate on the relationship between education and technologies is one of those on which the attention of the community is particularly focused, as this is a strategic sector for the development of knowledge and therefore of society in general. Within this, the field of musical learning is more specific, in which the study of the opportunities offered by new technologies (and related problems) is not yet very thorough and is often based on research carried out with methods unscientific, made by people who are not experts in experimental methodologies, which are generally music education teachers.

This paper presents a case study referred to a pilot project developed in a Music High School. The project aimed to experimenting an integrated and innovative environment to “expand” the teaching and communication activities, and improve the effectiveness of the teaching action to stimulate cognitive processes to:

- promote the acquisition of operational, executive and analytical skills,
- overcome learning difficulties related to problems of understanding, processing and structuring information and knowledge.

In other words, the goals of the study were: on the one hand, to analyse the benefits of using ICT as a tool to support students in improving their skills on music theory; on the other hand, to analyse the improvement in the instrumental students’ performances.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief introduction of the use of online resources in music education in the related researches. Section 3 describes the concept of “learning environment”. This is followed by an analysis related to the formulation of musical learning objectives. Section 4 shows a case study that illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, in Section 5 the paper ends with concluding remarks.

2 Literature review

The development of new technologies has changed the way teachers and students work, learn and communicate: music education is no exception [8].

Despite the expansion of technologies related to the music field and their constant presence in and out of the classroom [9], the attention on understanding how these technologies can be used to improve students’ learning process has not yet received the proper consideration. Alongside the improvement of hardware tools (computers, tablets, smartphones, video cameras, ...) and the enhancement of the internet connection, there was an explosion of online music resources.

A huge number of videos can be found online, for example on YouTube and most of them are actively incorporated into educational frameworks [10-12]: documentaries, video lessons, music videos and tutorials. However, the use of online videos by students, if not supported by other tools, simply transfers the limits of traditional transmissive teaching [13] (see paragraph 4).
A similar problem is found in websites dedicated to music, such as the weblog (a web page where texts, images, sounds, videos and links are published [14-16]) and the web forum (a discussion-based website with a comment system and publication of topics by subscribing readers). In the first case there are spaces dedicated to a specific composer or compositional style; in the second case, these are sites that have always operated on the internet to clarify doubts, and in the music field, those for solving technical or procedural problems relating to the use of digital tools are frequent.

The Weblog or the forum become a virtual learning environment when they are a place where a learning path takes place that relates the cultural background, the methodological choices, the disciplinary content, the project path, and the educational context [17] and supports the student in the perception and reconstruction of a project [18-19].

The web also provides the opportunity to access online platforms for music and e-learning, platforms dedicated to specific areas of music theory: the most popular are GNU Solfege [20] (free learning environment) and EarMaster [21] (paid learning environment). They represent a stimulating, efficient and interactive educational tool: students see, hear, but above all they put music theory into practice. The weakness is represented by the fact that these platforms do not provide for the aspects of communication and interaction between peers [22-23]: the student performs exercises and receives feedback directly from the application through its Artificial Intelligence systems.

With the research presented in this article, a project was created to collect objective data on the effects of students' executive performance following the introduction of new technologies in musical learning at a theoretical level. For this reason, a learning environment has been designed paying attention to the necessary congruence between the different components of the context which explicitly and implicitly contributed to accompany the learning process.

Taking into consideration the characteristic aspects of the study of music, in the next paragraph we will try to deepen the concept of "learning environment", starting from the considerations highlighted in this paragraph and integrating them with an analysis of the student's cognitive styles.

3 Design of the learning process

3.1 The learning environment

The meaning that the expression "learning environment" assumes in practice is not always unique and often has an evocative value instead of a descriptive value of something specific, both in terms of concepts and practices.

The developments in the science of learning raise important questions about the design of learning environments: questions that suggest the value of rethinking what is taught, how it is taught, and how it is assessed [8][16].

The expression "learning environment" refers to the overall organization of the spaces, not only physical but also virtual, in which learning takes place. It is an organ-
ization that should be functional, enjoyable and friendly [24]. To be functional, the organization of the spaces must meet the methodological and cultural premises and the learning objectives, making the most of the specific characteristics of the tools used [25-26]. To be enjoyable, it must take into account the reactions and preferences of the learners, favoring their involvement and motivation [8][27-28]. To be friendly, he must take into account pre-existing habits and skills, preferring simple solutions to unnecessarily complicated ones and also taking into account the emotional component (and not just the rational one) of the learning processes [26].

Properly selected hardware and software tools are also part of the learning environment in order to make it welcoming and stimulating for all the students involved, even for those with cognitive difficulties [29].

From what has been said above it emerges that the concept of a learning environment is in a necessary and immediate relationship with the student: the student's performance increases if he/she is put in the conditions to have an experience according to an acquisition mode organized around the person, to his/her expectations and motivations.

The learning environment, therefore, plays a strategic role in the learning process:

— it must give the student the opportunity to elaborate and re-elaborate the personal cognitive map in an active and constructive process;
— it must stimulate different learning processes in the mind of the student, through certain activities;
— it must encourage each student to relate the new knowledge offered by the teacher with the natural knowledge he already possesses, making the first one more understandable and interesting in relation to the second one;
— it must promote not only cognitive activities, but also metacognitive ones (reflections and control with respect to one's own learning processes and products);
— it must be flexible and modular, careful to offer opportunities and options based on learning styles;
— it must intentionally promote processes of analogy and procedural knowledge (passing from examples and counter-examples, knowing how to do and knowing how to do it).

The design of the learning environment must therefore be done on the basis of the learning objectives.

### 3.2 The operational formulation of learning objectives

The planning of the learning process (with specific reference to the musical field) must be done through the formulation of the learning objectives which requires the use of specific descriptors, able to understand what is the performance required to the student in terms of cognitive processes activated and types of knowledge on which these processes operate.

For the development of the project described in this article, attention was paid to the thought processes that, in detail, interest the music student, referring to the classification proposed by L.W. Anderson and D.R. Krathwohl [21].
On the basis of this classification, the thought processes that refer to the following categories have been taken into consideration:

1. Remember: processes that refer to the recovery of knowledge from memory (Table 1);
2. Understand: processes that refer to the construction of meaning made by the student starting from data elements of information (Table 2);
3. Apply: processes that refer to the use of a procedure, theory or model to build a response to a given delivery (Table 3);
4. Analyze: which refer to the subdivision of a system into constituent parts and the identification of functional relationships between the parts themselves and between the parts and the entire system (Table 4).

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 were useful to define exactly what was expected from the student and to be able to direct the teaching efforts.

**Table 1. Thought processes for the “Remembering” category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Synonymus</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Recall  | • Cite a definition  
|         | • Rebuild a situation                                                       | This process refers to remembering or reproducing (solmizate) a melodic / rhythmic segment on the basis of a single stimulus (recall), or a structured set of stimuli (reconstruction). | • What is the name of this concept?  
|         |                                                      |                                                     | • Break down the rhythmic structure into a simpler structure. |
| Recognise | • Find the corresponding name  
|           | • Identify within a piece of music                                           | This process refers to finding the object “already seen” within a piece of music, or identifying the linguistic term with which a concept has been labeled. | • Look at this score. Where is this concept found?  
|          |                                                      |                                                     | From what elements did you recognize it? |

**Table 2. Thought processes for the “Understanding” category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Synonymus</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Interpret | • Describe  
|          | • Reformulate  
|          | • Representing with a different formalism                                   | This process refers to describing a concept in one’s own words. | • Describe this concept in your own words. |
| Exemplify | • Illustrate with examples                                                 | This process refers to finding examples of musical segments belonging to a certain concept. | • Transform this rhythmic structure into a rhythmically simpler structure. |
| Classify  | • Categorize                                                              | This process refers to inserting rhythmic structures within categories fixed a priori on the basis of the distinctive characteristics of the objects belonging to the category. | • Given the following musical segments, classify them in the correct category among those proposed. |
| Compare   | • Establish matches (matching)  
|          | • Highlighting differences (contrasting)  
|          | • Detect similarities (map-ping)                                           | This process refers to identifying similarities and differences or correspondences between elements and between organized sets of elements (patterns) within two or more musical phrases. | • Find all common elements and / or differences between these musical phrases.  
|          |                                                      |                                                     | • Identify the similarities between these musical phrases. |
Applying technologies to music teaching means developing in the user a flexibility of thought, a constructive curiosity, an openness to dialogue, an openness to novelty and diversity and, at the same time, a strong capacity for criticism and re-elaboration of information. It is therefore important to refer not only to a series of formal knowledge but also to practical experience.

4 Application and analysis: a Case Study

4.1 Method

This paragraph describes the pilot project realized in a Music High School on the basis of the considerations of the previous paragraphs: considerations that led to the creation of a Computer Supported Collaborative Music Learning (CSCML) environment.

The medium used for this "didactic challenge" was the Social Network. Experience has highlighted the need for a solid design system, capable of allowing activities to take place in the intended direction, with the ability to monitor the process in real time and therefore to make changes where necessary. In any case, the
project took shape and was enriched thanks to the shared knowledge and the creation of new knowledge resulting from their interactions.

The goals of the project were: on the one hand, to analyse the benefits of using ICT as a tool to support students in improving their skills on music theory and ear training; on the other hand, to analyse the improvement in the instrumental and vocal students’ performances.

One of the main difficulties that the student encounters at the beginning of musical studies is the correct and conscious application of theoretical concepts (theory and solfège). Important considerations emerged from the analysis of a cognitive survey administered to students.

Theoretical concepts are studied because they are foreseen in the school curriculum and without giving them due importance. These concepts are accessory elements for the student and their study takes time away from studying the musical instrument. But it is precisely during the instrumental performance that the poor skills emerge: an incorrect reading of a rhythmic structure (solfège problems); an incorrect interpretation of the signs of musical agogic (problems in interpreting the signs of expression); in the case of studying a string or wind instrument, a poor ability to control intonation (ear training problems).

In many cases the student, following the teacher's advice, searches and listens to videos on YouTube and mechanically repeats a rhythmic passage playing at the same time to the performer of the video, until he thinks he is performing the piece correctly. As emerged from this research, when the student encounters an equal or similar passage in another piece of music, the initial rhythmic difficulties re-emerge. The same problem (if not even more serious) is that of listening to a piece and performing it the same without being aware of the agogic signs and making the performance sterile from any personal interpretative element.

Let's go back to paragraph 2 on the didactic use of video: to obtain more ambitious learning results, such as the ability to evaluate, re-elaborate and apply the acquired skills in a competent way, it is necessary to provide students with work tools capable of promoting analysis and reflection.

A similar conclusion can be provided in the case of using Ear-Training platforms (and solfège) where the student repeats a rhythmic structure mechanically following the beat proposed by the algorithm.

CSCML (as a learning environment) was designed with the aim of ensuring, supporting, and perfecting the possibilities for amplifying personal learning and the reflective and critical judgment skills of students. It integrated the use of different technologies, all however coordinated through the use of the Social Network. WhatsApp and Instagram were used as communication and social interaction platforms, and a series of open-source software (available for all operating systems) for the creation of educational resources: Musescore (music writing editor) […], OpenShot (for making videos) […], Audacity (for recording audio tracks) […].

CSCML wanted to open a particular space capable of stimulating, provoking and supporting the personal interests and attitudes of each student, guaranteeing everyone's involvement, pleasure, self-confidence and the ability to express oneself.
4.2 Participants

Initially, a survey (see Table 5) was distributed to all students of the first and second class of the music high school, for a total of 51 students (34 girls and 17 boys). The selection criteria for the students included:

- availability of the student in taking part in the project;
- musical instrument played by the student;
- experience of the student in playing with musical ensembles;
- “affective-motivational” relationship of the student with the technologies.

On the initial 51 students, 13 were selected to take part in project: 4 violin students, 2 cello students, 2 piano students, 2 flute students, 1 clarinet student, 1 percussion student and 1 guitar student.

The participants were selected through a purposive sampling technique. The selection was done to ensure that the students were able to use technologies in ways that were aligned with the fundamental purposes of the project, describe and share their experiences in an “articulate, expressive, and reflective manner”, and that they were willing to participate in the research.

Table 5. Excerpt of the qualitative survey questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What instrument do</td>
<td>You play?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your favorite music style?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many hours a day do you spend studying music?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When music that I appreciate is played in a public place, it can make me…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you nervous when you have to play in public?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like to learn about in music projects?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill and use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of technology skills are you good at?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kind of technology skills are you bad at?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you use computers and internet for entertainment? If so, what kinds of activities do you do for entertainment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the major advantages that you see in the use of technology in your courses?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the major disadvantages that you see in the use of technology in your courses?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that the use of technology in your courses helped you in your learning?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If so, how?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If not, why not?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the major obstacles that you see to more effective use of computer and information technology in your course?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project involved 7 teachers of musical instruments, 1 teacher of music technology and 2 teachers of theory and solfege
4.3 Methodology

The project was conducted for a time period of 20 weeks, from January 2019 to May 2019, and it included the following activities:

1. individual instrument lesson (1 hour per week),
2. chamber music lesson (2 hours per week),
3. theory and solfege laboratory (1 hour in the classroom and 2 hours online per week),
4. music technology laboratory (2 hours in the classroom and 2 hours online per week).

Before the start of the lessons foreseen by the project, the instrument teachers gave each student the score of a piece of music in which there were different rhythmic structures (with regular and irregular groups) and particular signs of agogic. Two private groups have been created respectively one on WhatsApp and one on Instagram to create an inclusive experience for all students. In particular:

WhatsApp has been set up to allow:

— quick communication between all group members (students and teachers);
— requesting help and support in solving a problem;
— sharing information (from a greeting message to troubleshooting tips) in different formats: text, image, audio and video
— sharing experiences and moods;

Instagram has been set up to allow:

— the creation of a shared database, containing all the material (text, images, video and audio) that was useful for the solution of the problems encountered and treated on the WhatsApp group and produced during the lessons in presence (for example recordings audio / video or new examples of scores with particular rhythmic structures);
— the possibility to insert hashtags to give value and meaning to a post facilitated the retrieval and consultation of the contents relating to a specific "topic"; the possibility to upload a maximum of ten photos / videos in a single post, which could be viewed as a slideshow, helped students to study.

During the first instrument lesson (first week of the project), each teacher, after having listened to the performance of the student, marked the errors (rhythmic and agogic) made by the student on a special form: this is allowed to teachers of theory and solfège to prepare a series of exercises of progressive difficulty to be administered to the students during the whole project.

In the following weeks (week 2 and 3 - 8 hours of lessons), the students attended exclusively the music technology laboratory, where the teacher explained the use of music word processing software (Musescore) and video editing (OpenShot) to allow each student to:
— to be able to autonomously transcribe a rhythmic structure that was difficult to perform;
— be able to create a simple video to explain to other students how to perform a certain rhythmic structure.

From the fourth week, students were involved in all parallel activities (individual instrument lesson, chamber music lesson, theory and solfege laboratory and music technology) and also actively participating in social interaction on Social Networks. This activity proved to be stimulating for the students: the students responded to requests for help from their classmates, proposing in addition to a solution (audio files were more frequent than video files), also similar examples (images of rhythmic structures transcribed with MuseScore) encountered while studying their own repertoire (different from instrument to instrument). Teachers, in this phase, were only observers and intervened to make suggestions regarding the examples that were provided.

Each week the teachers had to mark on a special form, the rhythmic structures that were performed inaccurately by the students and the rhythmic structures that were instead performed correctly even if they had never been dealt with in class but had been the subject of solution on Social Networks. The students, in fact, had the task of updating the database on Instagram (through new posts) with the material that had been produced for the solution of individual problems and therefore could consult the database in case of need.

To consolidate the skills acquired in the individual study of the instrument, the students also attended the Chamber Music workshop, where it was important but also more difficult to correctly perform a piece of music as the simultaneous performance with all the other instruments could lead to error (in this regard it is important to remember that a group performance requires both attention to one's own score and attention to the contemporary performances of the other instrumentalists).

4.4 Results

At the end of the project one of the most interesting things that emerged refers to the increase of the number of rhythmical structures studied by students and played correctly. There was a substantial improvement in the execution of all students who expressed a positive opinion about the project.

Students said that they used technology firstly for the group activities and secondly for their personal interests and communication. They said that technology helped them to obtain prompt feedback by the group members, and collaborate and communicate with the group members. In their opinion technology provided them more opportunities for practice and reinforcement helped them better understand complex or abstract rhythmic structures. Finally, the project met their expectations.

The experience was also positive for the teachers who declared that it was a difficult job especially at the beginning of the project, having little confidence in the use of technologies, but then it became pleasant and useful because it helped them to know better the learning styles of individual students.
5 Discussion and conclusions

Goals and expectations for musical education have changed during the past 10 years. ICT has become an integral part and an important tool in design the learning process both for increasing access to knowledge and as a means for promoting learning.

Technologies are creating new learning environments for music as well, which need to be carefully evaluated, including how their use can facilitate learning and the types of assistance the teacher needs to introduce these tools in the learning process.

But, to what extent do technologies help students learn music theory concepts with understanding rather than promoting the acquisition of disconnected sets of concepts and skills?

From this research it emerged that the learning environment is effective if it helps students to develop the thinking skills necessary to promote conceptual change: starting from an example, the student was able to gradually connect it to related situations which were less intuitive but involved the same theoretical principles. The teacher, therefore, must focus on understanding rather than memorization, involving students in activities that help them reflect on their learning and understanding. The greatest potential of technologies is versatility: in fact, it is only up to the creativity of teachers to find new ways of using technologies to improve learning.

With this project, digital technologies have not limited themselves to enhancing and improving traditional music teaching / learning strategies, but have also brought about completely new methodological experiences that have made it possible to integrate the dimension of doing with the dimension of understanding.
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